Parliamentary Government in England
the United States and to the Popular Front Governments
in France. It is, to put it bluntly, to give them an oppor-
tunity to organize trade depression, and perhaps even
financial panic, in the hope that the electorate may thereby
be coerced into returning a Conservative majority. In
this context the King's neutrality is bound, to the Left,
to become at best a dubious fiction from which they
would necessarily seek to tear aside the veil.
Professor Keith, I submit, has wholly failed to under-
stand that the Constitution is not a body of eternal
principles operating in a vacuum. The King's relation to
its operations cannot be governed by circumstances
which were acceptable to his ministers in 1911. Even
over the Home Rule Bill of 1913, the suggestion that he
might veto the Act unless his ministers submitted it to
the country was, as Lord Esher tells us, sufficient to
produce a threat from the Cabinet that it would fight the
election upon the issue of whether the King or his
ministers are to govern the country. To argue that any
drastic changes must proceed by general consent, and
that the verdict of a packed body like the House of
Lords is a necessary part of that general consent, is to say
in effect that no drastic changes are possible unless the
Conservative Party assents to them. Why should it, since
the Parliament Act gives it, on Professor Keith's view, the
right to gamble on a general election before it has to admit
the need to acquiesce in the earlier victory of its rival ?
It must not be forgotten that the proposals of the
Labour Party will have been for years a matter of con-
tinuous public debate before they are introduced as bills
by a Labour Government. It must not be forgotten,
either, that it will be to put them on the statute-book that
the Labour Party will have been returned to power^nd,
obviously, it will be part of the declared programme of
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